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COMPLETENESS PROPERTIES FOR
CONVERGENCE SPACES

E . LOWEN-COLEBUNDERS

For uniform convergence spaces a completeness concept has
been introduced by Cook and Fisher. For a uniformizable
convergence space it is of interest whether among the uniform
convergence structures inducing the given structure, one can
find a complete one. Keller has shown that this is the case for
every Hausdorff convergence space. Our aim is to introduce a
stronger completeness concept. We have developed a theory in
which completeness is a generalization of topological complete-
ness for metrizable spaces.

We have based our theory on various completeness properties which
have been introduced for topological spaces such as subcompactness,
basecompactness and cocompactness [13], [22], [1], [3], [4]. A survey of
those topological completeness properties is given by Aarts and Lutzer in
[6].

The crucial point in the introducing of completeness for convergence
spaces was the definition of the concept of pointbases which for a
convergence space plays the role of the fundamental systems of neighbor-
hoods of a topology. Using this notion we shall introduce and study two
completeness concepts.

The theory developed here corresponds to a part of the authors
Thesis [19].

For all notational conventions we refer to [7] and [12]. Definitions
on convergence spaces that are used can be found in [16] and [17]. We
recall those being used frequently.

Let X be a set and x E X. The filter generated by {x} is denoted by
x. If $ C2X is a nonempty family with the finite intersection property,
then Y&\ stands for the filter generated by CS.

A convergence space (X, q) is a set X together with a map q which to
any point x E X assigns a family qx of filters on X. The filters in qx are
said to converge to x. For every x E X, qx contains x and for every
filter 3* in qx the filter f Π i as well as every filter finer than & belongs
to qx.

If in addition for every x E X the intersection of all the filters in qx
belongs to qx then the convergence space is said to be pretopological

With a convergence space (X, q) one associates a pretopological
respectively topological modification denoted by (X,ψq) respectively
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If (X, q) is a convergence space and Y is a subset on X then qγ

denotes the structure on Y induced by q. If 2F is a filter on X then
stands for its adherence in (X, g).

1. Pointbase.

1.1. DEFINITION. Let X be a convergence space. We call a
family sέ of subsets of X a pointbase forX if for each point x E X we can
find a filterbase ^(JC) Csί such that the following conditions are satisfied

(1) sέ(x)Cx.
(2) For a filter @> converging to x we have that SFΓ)sέ(x) is a

filterbase converging to x.
It is clear that any family of subsets of X containing a pointbase is

itself a pointbase.

In case the convergence structure is pretopological (in particular
topological) the condition in the previous definition can be simplified in
the following way.

1.2. PROPOSITION. If X is a pretopological space then a family sέ of
subsets is a pointbase of X if and only if for each point x E X we have that
sέ Π 33(x) is a base for the neighborhoodfilter 35(x).

Proof If si is a pointbase for a pretopological space then it follows
from condition (2) in (1.1) that 3δ(jc)Π sέ{x) is a filterbase and 33(jt)D
[S8(JC)Π sέ]D[28(x)Γ)sέ(x)]D 39 (x). For the converse, suppose that
for each x E X the collection 2ft(x)Γ)sέ is a base for 35(JC). Then
<s$(jc)= Sft(x)Πsd clearly satisfies the conditions of Definition 1.1.

If for a Γi convergence space all its pointbases are given then the
space is completely determined as follows from the next result.

1.3. THEOREM. // (X, q) and (X,p) are Tx convergence spaces
with the same family of pointbases, then p and q coincide.

Proof. We shall show that p is coarser than q.
Let f be a filter converging to a point x in q.
Suppose SF does not converge to x in p. Then consider the

collections sί(x) = {A xEA,A£&} and sέ{y) = {A yEA,x£A}
for y ̂  x. We shall show that si = (jzς=xsέ(z) is a pointbase for p.

For a filter $ converging to x in p we have that $ Πsί(x) is a
filterbase and that [^ Π ̂ (x)] = « Π ί .
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For a filter $ converging to y ̂  x in p we have that ^ Π sέ{y) is a
filterbase since (X,p) is Γ} and that [^ Π ̂ (y)] = « Π y .

But then ^ also is a pointbase for (X, q). Consequently we can find
a filterbase S9(x)C^ such that £%(x)Cx and ^ΠS8(x) is a
filterbase. Since Sδ(jc)C^(jc) we have that 2FΠsd(x) is nonempty,
which is impossible.

Without the Tx condition the previous theorem is not valid as follows
from the following example.

Counterexample. Let X be an infinite set and x and y two different
points in X. Then consider two different sets B and C both containing
{χ,y}.

We define the following pretopologies on X by their
neighborhoodfilters

&q(z)=z for z^ x and z^ y

®p(z) = z for z^x and z/y.

Clearly q is different from p but they have the same family of pointbases.

2. Completeness. The following definitions are inspired by
the notions of cocompactness, basecompactness and subcompactness of
topological spaces [1], [3], [22], [13].

2.1. DEFINITION. A convergence structure is cocomplete if it has a
pointbase d with the property that for any subfamily ^ C sέ with the
finite intersection property [^] has a nonempty adherence.

It is then called cocomplete with respect to si.

2.2. DEFINITION. A convergence structure is subcomplete if it has
a pointbase sέ with the property that any filterbase ώ Csέ has a
nonempty adherence.

It is then called subcomplete with respect to si.

It is immediately clear that cocomplete spaces are subcomplete.
Although from the definitions one might expect that these two properties
are quite similar, we shall prove later on that they have an essentially
different behaviour.

That both concepts are generalizations of topological completeness
of metrizable spaces follows from the following theorem.
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2.3. THEOREM. For metrizable spaces the following properties are
equivalent

(1) topological completeness
(2) cocompleteness
(3) subcompleteness

Proof. (1) Φ (2) Let X be a metrizable space and let d be a
metric for which X is complete. No = N\{0}.

For i E No we consider an open cover Ot of X with balls of radius
r ^ 1/i. Then there exists a locally finite open refinement ^ of OL As
a consequence of a result of Dowker [9] we can find a locally finite open
refinement si, of &>

ι with the property that any subfamily of sί x with the
finite intersection property is finite.

Then si = U i e N u ^ t is a pointbase for X and for ^ Csέ with the
finite intersection property we have that a[c£]/0 since (X, d) is
complete.

(2) φ (3) trivial.
(3) φ (1) Let (X, d) be a metric space and si a pointbase with the

property that every filterbase in si has a nonempty adherence.
We consider X, the completion of X in the metric d. We shall prove

that X is a Gδ subset of X. Then by a wellknown theorem of
Alexandroff and Hausdorff (X, d) will be topological complete [10].

For i E No we put si, = {A\A E si, δ(A)< 1/i} where δ indicates
the d-diameter.

We consider O, = U{ V\ V is open in X and there exists A E sAx

with ADVΠX}.
Then we clearly have that X c n j e N o O, (Proposition 1.2).
Now take y E Π ι e N o O,.
For i E N() we choose Af E ̂  and Vt open in X such that Vt Π X C

At and y E V,.
We shall write ~ for the closure in X and ~x for the closure in X.
Now from the density of X in X and the openness of V, we have

V, Π X = V , C Λ and therefore y G A , for each i E No. It easily follows
that {A, I i E No} is a filterbase.

Consequently* there exists a point x E X with x G Π ί e N ( ) A f C
C\ιGNoAι which implies y = x.

3 . Bas ic propert ies. In the statement of the next theorem
we use the expression "locally compact, except possibly in one
point". By this we mean that with the exception of at most one point,
for each point x and each filter SF, which converges to x, 9 contains a
compact set.
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A subset A of a convergence space X is called relatively compact if
every ultrafilter containing A is convergent.

3.1. THEOREM. A convergence space which is locally compact,
except possibly in one point, is cocomplete and therefore also subcomplete.

Proof. Let X be a locally compact space except possibly in x E
X. Consider the family sέ = {A | A relatively compact} U x. Then for
yjί x we consider the filterbase

sέ{y) = {A I y E A and A relatively compact}.

Because of the local compactness for a filter 9 converging to y we clearly
have that 9 Π d{y) is a filterbase and that [^ Π sέ(y)] = f Πy which
converges to y.

For x we let sέ{x) = i.
Then it is clear that sέ is a pointbase making X cocomplete.

3.2. THEOREM. 77ιe product of an arbitrary family of cocomplete
{subcomplete) convergence spaces is cocomplete {subcomplete).

Proof. Let {Xi)iGI be a family of spaces such that for / E / X, is
cocomplete (subcomplete) with respect to a pointbase si t.

On Πje/X, consider the family si consisting of products Π'eiA, with
At E jz/j and A, = X, for all but a finite number of indices. Then it is
easily verified that si is a pointbase making Π^X, cocomplete (sub-
complete).

3.3. That cocompleteness nor subcompleteness are invariant under
convergence quotient maps follows from an example of Michael and
Stone [20]. A mapping / : P—>Q from the irrationals to the rationals is
constructed which is a topological quotient map fulfilling the condition
that for y E Q there is an x E /-1(y) such that f{U) is a neighborhood of y
in Q iff U is a neighborhood of x in P. It follows from [17] that / is a
convergence quotient map. P is cocomplete and therefore also
subcomplete. Q has none of the two properties.

3.4. THEOREM. The sum of an arbitrary family of cocomplete
{subcomplete) convergence spaces is cocomplete {subcomplete).

Proof Let (X,)^/ be a family of spaces such that for / E / X, is
cocomplete (subcomplete) with respect to a pointbase sί-x for X,.

Let X; = Xx x {i} and X = U i e / X; with the sumstructure q. Then it
is easily checked that the family si = U ι e / ^ is a pointbase making (X, q)
cocomplete (subcomplete).
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3.5. THEOREM. For regular convergence spaces cocompleteness
(subcompleteness) is open hereditary.

Proof. Let X be regular and cocomplete with respect to a pointbase
sέ and let Y be an open subset.

Consider the family 35 = {A \A G sd, A C Y}. For y G Y 38 (y) =
{A\A Est(y),A CY} is a filterbase with 33(y)Cy.

For a filter f onY converging to y in Y we have that [3>] Π ̂ ( y ) is
a filterbase and since X is regular [[ίF] Π sd(y)] converges to y in X.

Y is open and therefore there is an A G [&] Π j#(y) with A C Y. It
follows then that &Π$(y) is a filterbase and that [[&]Γisί(y)]C

So 38 is a pointbase for Y.
If % C 35 has the finite intersection property (is a filterbase) then

Π
Since Y'£[«] it follows that

Without the regularity the previous theorem is not true since one can
construct a cocomplete topology on R containing the rationals as an open
subspace, cfr. [1].

3.6. None of the completeness properties is closed hereditary since
the rationals can be closely embedded in the continuous product of real
lines [10].

3.7. We now give an example showing that the completeness
properties are not invariant under the coreflectors ψ and λ from the
category of convergence spaces to the category of pretopological and
topological spaces respectively.

Counterexample. We consider the rationals Q with the usual topo-
logy q. Then we take the locally compact structure p associated with q
as described in [18]. Since (Q, q) is a fc-space we have λp = q. It is
easily checked that in this example we also have ψp = q since the closure
operators of p and q coincide.

(Q,p) is cocomplete and subcomplete but (Q, q) has none of the
completeness properties.

4. Differences between the completeness properties.
We shall now discuss the differences between cocompleteness and
subcompleteness by exhibiting some properties possessed by one but not
by the other.
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Given a pointbase sέ we can close it for finite unions (sέy) or for
finite intersections (sέA).

The question now is whether a space which is cocomplete
(subcomplete) with respect to sέ is still cocomplete (subcomplete) with
respect to sέy or sέ\

4.1. THEOREM. If a convergence space X is cocomplete with respect
to a pointbase sέ then it is still cocomplete with respect to the pointbase sέ\

Proof. Let X be cocomplete with respect to a pointbase si and let
^ Csέ* be a family with the finite intersection property. Take an
ultrafilter °lί finer than ζ€.

For an element C G % we can find Ac G si Π °\l such that Ac C
C. Then consider SD = {Ac | C G <€}.

We have that S C i and S e t Consequently ® has the finite
intersection property and hence a

Since [^]C[@] we have

We can interpret the previous theorem as an Alexander subbase
lemma for cocompleteness since cocompleteness is a kind of compactness
condition on sέ. That subcompleteness does not have this property
follows from the next example.

Counterexample. Consider the set X = ]0,1[ with the discrete
topology. We define subsets Vn and Wn for n ̂  2 as follows

v.->i[υ{i-I} ana
We consider the family si = {{x}| x G X}U{ Vn | n ̂  2} U{Wn | n ^

2}. Then clearly ^ is a pointbase for X. It is easily checked that all
filterbases in si are principal and therefore have nonempty adherence.

Consequently X is subcomplete with respect to sέ. Now
consider sέv and 38 = {Vm U Wm Im ̂ 2 } C ^ V . Vm U Wm =]0, l/m]U
[1-1/m, 1[, hence 38 is a filterbase in ^ v . But clearly we have

= Π Sδ = 0 . Hence X is not subcomplete with respect to sέ\

4.2. THEOREM. // a convergence space X is cocomplete with respect
to a pointbase sέ then it is still cocomplete with respect to sέ\

Proof. Trivial.

Again for subcompleteness this result is not true. If it were
subcompleteness would imply cocompleteness and this is not the case as
follows from an example mentioned in 4.4.
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Yet there is an advantage in working with subcompleteness as we
shall show now.

Let P be a property. We say that a space X has P locally if X has
an open cover with subsets having the property P. The question now is
whether a space is cocomplete (subcomplete) if it has this property
locally.

4.3. THEOREM. If a convergence space has the property of sub-
completeness locally then it is subcomplete.

Proof. Let (X,q) be a convergence space and °U an open cover of
X such that for each UE.°U the space (I/, qυ) is subcomplete with
respect to a pointbase sίυ.

We may assume that °U is well ordered by ^ . Consider the family

si = {A IA G U sίυ for which we can find U G °U with A G slυ

and A£U' if C/'gl/}.

For x G X define ί/0 = min{U I JC G [/} and take ^(JC) = ^ ( J C ) . It
easily follows that si is a pointbase for (X, q).

Now let 35 C ^ be a filterbase.
Define U0 = min{U\siu 0 2^0} and choose £OG33 Π ^ 0 .
Consider S80 = {B | B G 08, B CB0}. We shall prove that 03O C siUo.
Take JB G S80. Then B E si and hence we have UιE

ΰU with
B E i , and B£U if [/$[/,.

If l/i S t/0 we have ^ Π S3 = 0 which is impossible.
If t/i§ J70 then BftU0 which again is impossible.
So we have t/i = Uo and therefore β G f̂̂ ,.
SδoC^o is a filterbase so consequently α[03 o ]^0
Since [38O] = [S8] we have

4.4. That cocompleteness does not follow from the corresponding
local property can be shown using an example of M. Ellen Rudin. In
[11] and [5] a space is constructed which locally is completely metrizable
and therefore locally is cocomplete (and subcomplete). From the
previous theorem it follows that globally the space is subcomplete. But
it can be shown not to be cocomplete [19].

5. Complete extensions. If X is a convergence space we
call a space Y together with a mapping /:X—> Y a cocomplete (sub-
complete) extension of X if Y is cocomplete (subcomplete) and f(X) is
densely embedded in Y.
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Given a space X and a pointbase sέ we shall construct a cocomplete
extension p(X, sέ) which will then also be subcomplete.

5.1. Construction. Let (X, q) be a convergence space with point-
base sέ. We can always suppose that sέ is closed for finite intersections.

Let φ(sέ) be the set of all families % Csέ with the finite intersection
property. This set, ordered by inclusion is inductive.

We define Y = X U {« | « is maximal in φ(sέ) and α[<£] = 0}. For
a subset Z CX we define Z = Z U { « « G Y\X,Z G [<£ ]} and for a filter
f on X we define # = [{F|FG^}].

We define a structure p on Y as follows.
A filter 5ίf on Y converges to a point JC G X iff there is a filter ^ on

X converging to x in q such that ^ C $f. This is equivalent with the
convergence of $ to x in q, where $ = {Z | Z CX, Z G X}.

A filter f o n Y converges to « G Y\X iff 3ff D [<#]. Then it is
clear that X is a dense subspace of Y.

Now consider the family sk = {A | A G Λ#}.
For x G X we have that ^(JC) = {A | A G srf(jc)} is a filterbase and

for any filter $f, which converges to x in p, we have that $? ΓΊ J^(JC) is a
filterbase with

[W Π d(x)] = [Zt Π sέ(x)]\

In ^ G Y\X we take {)
So clearly ^ is a pointbase for Y.
If S) Csέ has the finite intersection property, then this is also the

case for 3) = {A | A G ̂ , A G ®}. ® G φ ( ^ ) and hence we can find a
maximal element <£ in φ(sέ) such that ® C <£.

In case α j ^ ] = 0 we have S e t and hence g G αp[®].
In case that there exists an x G αj<£] and ^ is a filter converging to

x in q and finer than \%\ we have ^ D [®] and therefore x G αp[®].
So we have proved that Y is cocomplete with respect to the

pointbase si. The space (Y,p) constructed here is denoted p(X,sέ).

5.2. PROPOSITION. 1/ X is α Hausdorff so is p(X, ̂ ) .

Proo/. This fact is based on the maximality of the elements ^ of
Y\X and on the fact that <*[<#] is empty.

If we take the pointbase sέ = 2X we obtain that p(X, sέ) is the Stone
Cech compactification of X[21].

A natural question in this context is whether continuous mappings
from a convergence space to a cocomplete (subcomplete) convergence
space have continuous extensions to the completions. Since cocom-
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pleteness nor subcompleteness is closed hereditary, such a result can not
be expected as follows from the following reasoning.

5.3. LEMMA. If X is a Hausdorff convergence space, A a dense
subset and f a continuous mapping from X to a convergence space Y such
that fA is a homeomorphism then we have A =/"1(/(A)).

Proof. This result was proved for topological spaces in [14]. The
proof can easily be rewritten using filter techniques.

5.4. Counterexample. As we mentioned earlier the set Q of the
rationals is closely embedded in the continuous product Uc of real lines
[10]. Consider the injection / of Q into the complete space Rc. For any
completion Q of Q the mapping / has no extension to Q.

If f:Q—»IRC would be an extension of / then /Q would be a
homeomorphism. From the previous lemma it follows that /^(Q) =
Q. Consequently Q would be closed in Q which is impossible.
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